FISH TERMINOLOGIES

Evidence Thesaurus

Report Format: Hierarchical listing - class

Notes: Terminology covering the existing physical remains of a monument, or the means by which a monument has been identified where no physical remains exist.
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DESTROYED MONUMENT
IMPLIED EVIDENCE
CONJECTURAL EVIDENCE
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
MARINE GEOPHYSICAL EVIDENCE
ECHOSOUNDER TRACE
MARINE MAGNETOMETER READING
MULTIBEAM SURVEY
SONAR CONTACT
SIDE SCAN SONAR CONTACT
MARINE TRAWLING PLOT
ORAL EVIDENCE
PLACENAME EVIDENCE
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENT
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT
BOTANICAL FEATURE
BUILDING
DEMOLISHED BUILDING
EXTANT BUILDING
MOVED BUILDING
RUINED BUILDING
BURIAL
CROPMARK
DESIGNED LANDSCAPE
EARTHWORK
LEVELLED EARTHWORK
ENHANCED NATURAL FEATURE
ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE
EXCAVATED FEATURE
FIND
ARTEFACT SCATTER
DESTROYED ARTEFACT
STRATIFIED FIND
UNSTRATIFIED FIND
MODIFIED SURFACE
MOVABLE OBJECT
NATURAL FEATURE
SOILMARK
STRUCTURE
DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE
EXTANT STRUCTURE
MOVED STRUCTURE
MOVED BUILDING
RUINED STRUCTURE
SUB SURFACE DEPOSIT
SUBMERGED MONUMENT
VESSEL STRUCTURE
BURIED VESSEL STRUCTURE
COHERENT VESSEL STRUCTURE
COLLAPSED VESSEL STRUCTURE
INTACT VESSEL STRUCTURE
SCATTERED VESSEL STRUCTURE
SUBTERRANEAN FEATURE
SURFACE DEPOSIT
WRECKAGE
UNCERTAIN EVIDENCE